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Sydney designer Anna Quan is
known for her tailoring, often
exaggerating components or
paring back details for a sharp
contemporary look. This boyfriendstyle shirt has concealed buttons
and oversized detachable cuffs,
making quite the statement.

Richard Unsworth
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EORGINA REID is the founder of The
Planthunter, one of Australia’s leading
plant and garden design blogs. The 38-yearold divides her time between the Hawkesbury
region in NSW and Sydney’s inner west.
First garden memory? My brother and I
were given a bed in Mum’s vegetable garden
to grow our own plants. On seeing how well
the weeds grew, we decided to cultivate
them instead. We replanted a bunch of them
into our patch. Mum wasn’t very impressed!
Who inspires you? Anyone willing to live
their truth and act fearlessly on behalf of the
things they think are important. Councillor
Jess Miller, deputy lord mayor of the City of
Sydney, is a great example.
Plant loves? I love anything the wallabies
and possums don’t love eating. Currently
I am appreciating cactus and elephant ear
– both very sculptural and unpalatable to
wildlife, at least so far.
Plant hates? I can’t say I hate any plants.
They aren’t the problem, it’s the people.
Unimaginative use of plants, particularly
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ANNA QUAN “BRONTE” SHIRT, $400
ANNAQUAN.COM

Italian-designed, Swiss-made watch
brand Panerai celebrated its cult
status with the opening of a new
boutique on Melbourne’s Collins
Street in March. Large faces and
luminescent numbers have been a
signature look for the brand since
the 1930s, when it started designing
chronographs for Italian navy divers.
PANER AI “LUMINOR”, $8700

LIVES: NEWHAM, VIC

KENNEDY.COM.AU

AGE: 42
REPRESENTED BY: SUT TON GALLERY, MELBOURNE

This lightweight
“Aki” stool in
laminated
oak veneer by
Australian designer
Jarrod Lim is a
versatile addition
to any interior.
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$270
FEELGOOD
DESIGNS.COM

Favourite garden inspo? Nature is the
ultimate inspiration.
Proudest garden moment? I’m quite proud
of my vegetable garden at the moment. It’s
bursting at the seams with life and potential.
What are you working on right now?
A book for release in November. It’s the
culmination of the last five years of thinking,
writing and pondering plants and people.
What else do you want to learn? I want to
know more about Indigenous ways of seeing
land, about birds, bugs and bees.

OLSEN GALLERY, SYDNEY

Founded in 1898, Rimowa makes
durable ridged suitcases with a
classic jet-set style. The German
brand has a new CEO, 26-year-old
Alexandre Arnault (son of LVMH
head Bernard), after it joined the
LVMH stable in 2016.

Karen McCartney
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HE WORD mezzanine has the power
to conjure up a sort of architectural
eyrie, but it’s not a term that resonates
with architect Christopher Polly. “It can
sometimes be misused – much like ‘galley
kitchen’ – and imply a space that is given
less consideration or importance than it’s
due,” he says.
In the house pictured above, in Sydney’s
Woolooware, the design of the “upper floor”,
as Polly prefers it to be known, melds into
the interior of a new pavilion at the rear of
a yellow-brick 1960s house. The additional
space was marked from the outset as a
separate area and intended for use as
a sitting room, guest bedroom or study.
The composition within the large concrete
space is sculptural and significant, with
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hoop-pine ply chosen for its easy maintenance
and durability as much as the soft honey tone
which links it visually to the original house.
Using one material for the kitchen benches
and cupboards, stairs and balustrade at one
end of the pavilion clearly defines that zone,
and frees the soaring double-height volume
at the opposite end of the space.
Visually it allows the owners to experience
a play of scale, since the upper floor was
intended as a compressed, intimate space
from which they could enjoy views of the
surrounding district. “The band of
windows wraps across both the north
and east faces to deliberately frame
a wide horizontal view,” says Polly.
“It becomes a platform for watching the
sunset and the movement of the sky.”

BRETT BOARDMAN; DANIEL SHIPP. DARCY (2018), OIL ON BOARD, 38.5CM X 49.5CM

RIMOWA “ESSENTIAL CHECK-IN M”
SUITCASE , $950 RIMOWA.COM

Phoebe Philo recently presented
her final show for Céline after
standing down as creative director.
Her final pieces include these witty
“Home” slippers – capturing what
Philo is known for: chic, comfortable
design with a sense of humour. Her
successor at Céline, Hedi Slimane,
has big shoes to fill.
CELINE “HOME” SLIPPERS, $1100
(02) 9232 7051; (03) 8658 9555

Her thing.
Paintings made from photos of
plasticine clay models; small
bronzes cast from plasticine.
Our take.
Some artists like to work
spontaneously, throwing paint
onto a canvas, while others
feel happy only when they have
invented a laborious method.
Amanda Marburg is firmly in the
latter category. Her first step is
to make a model from coloured
plasticine clay, then photograph
the results, and finally make a
painting from the photographs.
Marburg is careful to preserve
the character of the plasticine in
the finished oil painting, which is
produced with exacting detail.
She has been working in this
manner for over 20 years and
continues the practice in her latest
exhibition at Melbourne’s Sutton
Gallery, Would you let me into your
bed. The title, with no question
mark, might be seen as suggestive,
or as the pleading of a child.
She loves to create ambiguities
in words and images, and her

pictures are invariably playful and
tongue-in-cheek with her choice
of motifs listed as “landscape,
animals, true crime and cinema”.
Marburg takes technique far
more seriously than subject
matter, delighting in the way our
perceptions of an object change
from one medium to another.
Can I afford it?
The record price for one of
Marburg’s works is $19,800, but
the most expensive pieces in this
exhibition are the paintings Darcy
(above) and Audrey (both 38.5cm
x 49.5cm), at $6600 each. The
small bronzes, also called Darcy
and Audrey (both 7cm x 11.5cm,
edition of 6), are selling for $2200,
while Bongo, a wood engraving
(19cm x 26.5cm, edition of 6) is
a mere $330. These are modest
sums for a mid-career artist
who has exhibited with great
regularity almost every year
since leaving art school in 2000.
Where can I have a squiz?
Sutton Gallery, 254 Brunswick
Street, Fitzroy, until July 28;
suttongallery.com.au. n
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